
       

Subject: Design change of 

 

1. Products affected:  

250FH-20, 250FH-25, 250FH-30, 250FH

250FH-20S, 250FH-25S, 250FH-30S, 250FH

250FH-20UL, 250FH-25UL, 250FH-30

250FH-20SUL, 250FH-25SUL, 250FH

 

2. Reasons for the change 

Application of the terminal used in our GH series fuses to maintain 

 

3. Description of the change 

Change will be made only to the terminal shape and thickness. 

The installation pitch will change from 42mm to 41mm; howe

longer screw hole.  

 

Product dimensions with current terminal

                  

※The drawings above are of the product with 

No indicator fuse is attached to products that are product number

 

4. Affect on products as a result of the change

Other than the dimensional change 

performance and label display. 

 

Resubmission of delivery specifications will

 

Due to this change, our 250FH-20, 

our 250GH-20UL, 25UL, 32UL, 40UL, 50UL, 63UL (with/without suffix SUL) fuses.

Terminal design was the only difference between the FH series fuses and GH series fuses. 

 

Indicator fuse 
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Subject: Design change of terminal used in 250FH 

250FH-35, 250FH-40, 250FH-50, 250FH-55, 250FH-60 

250FH-35S, 250FH-40S, 250FH-50S, 250FH-55S, 250FH-60

30UL, 250FH-35UL, 250FH-40UL, 250FH-50UL, 250FH-55

250FH-30SUL, 250FH-35SUL, 250FH-40SUL, 250FH-50SUL, 250FH

Application of the terminal used in our GH series fuses to maintain supply of 250FH (rated 20A

Change will be made only to the terminal shape and thickness.  

The installation pitch will change from 42mm to 41mm; however installation compatibility will 

Product dimensions with current terminal             Product dimensions with new terminal

  

product with the indicator fuse (product numbers with “S” or “SUL”) 

products that are product numbers without “S” or “SUL.

ffect on products as a result of the change 

Other than the dimensional change to the products, there is no affect on product characteristics,

specifications will be available upon request.    

20, 25, 35, 40, 50, 60 (with/without suffix S, UL or SUL)

32UL, 40UL, 50UL, 63UL (with/without suffix SUL) fuses. 

Terminal design was the only difference between the FH series fuses and GH series fuses. 

Indicator fuse 
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fuses 

60S 

55UL, 250FH-60UL 

250FH-55SUL, 250FH-60SUL 

supply of 250FH (rated 20A-60A) fuses   

nstallation compatibility will be maintained with a 

with new terminal 

 

“S” or “SUL”)   

SUL.” 

o affect on product characteristics, environment 

S, UL or SUL) fuses will be identical with 

 

Terminal design was the only difference between the FH series fuses and GH series fuses.  

Terminal 
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5. Schedule for change 

This change will come into effect from September 1, 2016, delivery onwards. 

 

An increase in orders is expected around the above switching period.  

We would appreciate your cooperation in taking adequate lead-time (at least 21 working days) for orders. 

We recommend considering the use of our 250GH series fuses for urgent needs.  

 

 

If you have any questions and/or requests due to the change, please contact us by February 29, 2016.   

Unless otherwise contacted, we will consider non-response as your acceptance of the changes. 

 

 

 

 

 

Thank you for your understanding in this matter. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 


